The auto industry is constantly bringing us new technologies, whether it is for safety, entertainment, usefulness or simply for pure innovation. This creates a challenge for students to keep their selves on toes with latest auto advancements as they are the innovators of tomorrow’s auto revolution. The Carmate Tech Centre will work with students to bridge a gap between theory learning & practical implementations. This way, Students will learn, unlearn & relearn their theory knowledge with practical exposure.

**Workshop Key Points:**
- Provide live demonstration of complete car for clear understanding of students
- Give an idea to differentiate between theory to applied automobile engineering
- Give an insight of the automobile technology to students
- To bring their theory concepts to practical existence
- To bring an opportunity to enhance future job prospectus
- Throughout assistance to students in their learning during graduation

Workshop stimulates the experience of engineering sciences grooming future engineers to stand tall once they move out of the gates of institutions.

### Curriculum for the Workshop

1. Automotive Systems (6 Hours)
2. Automotive System Integration (4 Hours)
3. Components Identification (3 Hours)
4. Practical Importance of Components (3 Hours)
5. Service & Maintenance (8 Hours)

**Workshop Duration:** 2 Days (9 Hours Each)
**Workshop Fees:** Rs. 1500/Student (For SAE Member)
Rs. 2500/Student (For Non SAE Member)
**Batch Size:** 40 to 60 Students
**Eligibility:** Any Auto Passionate Individual
**Dates:** 29th & 30th October, 2013

**Faculty Co-ordinator:** Mr. Ripen Shah (Mob - 97243 62449)

---

**VARMECH MOBILITY PVT. LTD.**
109, New York Plaza, Opp. Chief Justice Bungalow, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad-54
Phone: +91 8141419005  |  Email: info@carmate.co.in
www.carmate.co.in/techcentre

**Last Date of submission of Registration Forms along with Fees:** 28th October 2013